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This paper concerns an asymptotic expansion for the distribution of the sum of 
independent zeroone random variables in case where this sum has variance 
uf --* co. The expansion presented is given to the order O(U;~). An apphcation to 
the study of the exact rate of convergence in the central limit theorem for inter- 
mediate order statistics is included. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let {A’,,,, 1 < j < n } be a triangular array of random variables such that 
(A) for all n B 1, A’,,, , . . . . X,, are independent; 
(B) for all 1 <j< n, X,,, follows a Bernoulli B(p,) distribution, i.e., 
P(X,,= l)= 1 -p(X,,=O)=p,E(O, 1). (1.1) 
Let S, = cj’= 1 Xnj, p, = X,“=, pnj and ei = ~~=, Pnj( I - JJ,~), n B 1. In 
this paper, we will study the rate of approximation of F,(X) = 
!‘(a; ‘(S, - p,) < x) by the distribution function q5( y) of a standard normal 
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N(0, 1) random variable, under suitable conditions on p,, = (P,,~, . . . . p,,) 
and appropriate choices of y = y(x). 
Before stating our results, it is worthwhile to specify the range of normal 
approximation for o;‘(S, - p,). This is achieved in the following two 
theorems whose proofs are simple consequences of general results on the 
central limit theorem (see, e.g., Zolotarev [26]). 
THEOREM 1.1. The asymptotic normality of o;‘(S, - p,,), i.e., 
SUP.~ IF,(x) - +4(x)1 -+ 0 as n + 00, holds if and only if 
ai= i Pnj(l-PP,)+co as n+co. (1.2) 
J=l 
THEOREM 1.2. There exists a universal constant A such that, for all n 2 1, 
SUP (I+ I.4') If',(x)-4(x)( < Ao,‘. (1.3) 
We will give details concerning these theorems in Section 2. By these 
theorems, in order to achieve asymptotic normality for a;‘(S, -p,), we 
need to assume that 0: + GO as n + co. 
Let q(x) = d’(x) = (27r)“* exp( -x2/2) denote the density of the ZV(0, 1) 
distribution. It is natural to incorporate in (1.3) the first term of the 
Edgeworth expansion (see, e.g., Petrov [ 19, Chap. 63, Hall [12, 
Theorem 2.23) of a; ‘(S, -Pi). Noting that 
&3(1 -x2)(p(x) i E((X,,-E(X,,))3 
j= 1 
1-x2 
=r(P(x) 1-2a,2 i Pij(l-pnj) 
i I 
9 
” j=l 
Oi* Jc, Pij(l- Pnj) G ,yT:n PnjG l9 . . 
and 
sup (1 + 1~1~) 11 -x*~(p(x)/6<0.70, 
x 
we obtain an equivalent version of (1.3) given by 
X2 
sup (1+ Ixl’) whG4$- cp(x) x n 
x l-20,* i pzj(l-p,) 
1 
<&,I, 
j=l II 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
where B is an absolute constant (here we can choose R = A + 0.7 < A + 1). 
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In the special case where maxiGiG,, P,~-+O as n + 00, (1.5) ensures 
that the right-hand side of (1.4) is closely approximated by the simple 
expression 
1-X2 
7 cp(x). 
,t 
(1.8) 
It is clear that there is no hope in obtaining a better rate than O(a,; I) as 
(T,, -+ 00 for (1.7). This is due to the lattice structure of the distribution of 
S, and follows from the remark that F,(x - c;‘pL,) is constant in all inter- 
vals of the form (a;‘(k- l), a; ‘k) with k integer. Hence the variation of 
4(x-o; l p,) in such an interval may exceed {q(O) - E} a; l for a fixed 
E>O and suitable choices of k as on + co. This implies that in (1.3) and 
(1.7) we must have 
min(A, B) > q(O) = l,/fi 2 0.40. (1.9) 
In order to achieve a sharper rate in (1.7), it is necessary to reduce the 
“rounding errors” by replacing F,(x) by a smoothed version. For that, we 
introduce the lattice points x,,& = on ‘(k - p, + $), k = 0, & 1, f 2, . . . . n 2 1. 
It will be convenient to denote by F,,(X) the distribution function charac- 
terized by conditions (i) and (ii) below and providing the desired smoothed 
version of F,,: 
(i) ~,Jx,~)=F,,(x,~), k=O, fl, +2, . . . . 
(ii) p,,(x) is continuous in x, and linear on all intervals (x,+ 1j, x,~), 
k=O, fl, f2 ,.... 
Under these notations, our main result may be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1.3. There exists a universal constant C such that, for all n 2 1, 
1-x2 
sup ~“(x)-o(x)-~ cp(x) l-20,’ i Pij(l -p,) < CD,? 
x ” i ,=I II 
(1.10) 
EXAMPLE 1. Assume that X,, , . . . . X,,, are identically distributed. Let 
n,=pn,= . . . =pnn=n-lpLn and 0: = nlr,( 1 - n,). (Cl 
Under (C), S, follows a binomial B(n, z,,) distribution, and (1.10) can be 
restated as (see, e.g., Feller [S] and Uspenky [23] for related results): 
sup El(x) - Q(x) - 
I-x2 
(1.11) 
x h&2=2 
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EXAMPLE 2. Assume that pnj= l/j, so that p,, = cj”=, j-’ N r~f = 
c,“=,j-‘(1 -j-l)-logn as n + co. In this case we see that there exists a 
constant 0 such that, for all n > 2, 
SUP R:,(x)-#W- 
1-X2 
q(x) d e/log n. (1.12) 
x 6Jlogn 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is given in Section 4. 
Remark 1. There is a huge literature on the approximation of binomial 
distributions by normal distributions (see, e.g., Johnson and Kotz [13] 
and Molenaar [16]). This case corresponds to (C) and will be discussed 
further in Section 5, together with an application to the theory of inter- 
mediate order statistics. On the other hand, very few results are available in 
the non-i.i.d. case. This motivates our work. 
Remark 2. In the case where maxl G jG n P,,~ + 0 as n + co, it is natural 
to approximate the distribution of S, by a Poisson distribution with mean 
p,,. Since the approximation of a Poisson distribution by a normal dis- 
tribution is well known, we may use the corresponding results to obtain 
directly an evaluation such as in (1.10). We will develop this approach in 
Section 3 and show that it gives only suboptimal results with respect to 
(1.10) such as the following simple corollary of Theorem 1.3. 
COROLLARY 1.3. There exists a universal constant D such that, for all 
n2 1 and a,> 1, we have 
sup ~“(x)-c(x)-~ 
I n 
P(x)1 <Da,’ { I+!, P$}. (l-13) 
An interesting side application of these results is the characterization of 
the range of values of pnj, j = 1, . . . . n for which the normal distribution gives 
a better approximant than a Poisson distribution for S,. This motivates 
Section 3 in the sequel. 
2. EXPANSIONS BY GENERAL METHODS 
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. First we use the following 
result of Nagaev [17] (see, e.g., Hall [12, p. 71). 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a universal constant a such that, for any 
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independent random variables 2,) Z,, . . . such that E(Zi) = 0, i = 1, 2, .,., if 
s, = CT=, E(Zf) < co and if T,, = cj’= 1 Zj, then 
su~(l+ 1~1~) IP(T,<s,x)-d(x)1 Gasi f ~(1~~1’). x j=I (2.1) 
An application of (2.1) proves Theorem 1.2. Note that in the i.i.d. case 
(see Michel [15]) we may take a = 30.54. 
Since Theorem 1.2 implies that asymptotic normality of a;‘(S, - F~) 
holds if cr, + co, all we need for Theorem 1.1 is to prove the converse. 
For this, let us assume that {n,, 12 1 } is an increasing sequence of 
positive integers such that lim,+ o. ai, = cr* < co. 
LetS:,=C,“=,X,j11,,~(1,2)) and Si=C,“=l(l-xnj) l~pn,,(1,2j). Since 
E(Sk,) + E(St,) ,< Z(Var(SA,) + Var(Si,)) = oz, + CT’ as I+co, 
it follows that 
max{PW1(pn,~~~,2)jl +O and m=W-P,) l{p”,>(1,2)~~+0 
as n=n,andf+co. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let tl, t2, . . . be independent random variables such that 
P(ri=l)=l-P(iJi=O)=ri.Let{,=5,+ . ..+&.anddenotebyL(i,)the 
distribution of [,, and by IT(I) the distribution of a Poisson random variable 
with expectation J. > 0. Then 
where d,(u, v) = sup, Jp(A) - v(A)1 denotes the distance in variation between 
the probability measures ,u and v. 
Proof: (2.2) is a direct corollary of Theorem 1 in Barbour and Hall [2]. 
By Lemma 2.2, we see that d,(L(Sh), L7(E(fZ))) + 0 and d,(L(S,“), 
I;I(E(S;))) + 0 as n = n, and I+ cc. Since S:, and S:, are independent for all 
n > 1, this suffices to prove that the limiting distribution of ai’S, is the 
same as that of o; ‘( S; - E(SjJ - SI + E(Si)) whenever it exists and it 
cannot be normal. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete. 
Remark 3. It is possible to obtain an evaluation of the constant A in 
Theorem 1.2. (In the i.i.d. case based on Michel [15] it is easy to see that 
A < 31). We refer to Hall [ 121 for further refinements. 
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3. EXPANSIONS BY POISSON APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section, we provide a direct proof of Corollary 1.3. Our main tool 
will be the following result due to Cheng [3] (see, e.g., Johnson and Kotz 
[13, pp. 98-1011). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A > 0 and y, = A-‘/‘(k - A + l/2). Then, for all 
k=O, 1, 2, . . . . we have 
< 0.076A ~ ’ + 0.0432 - 3’2 + 0.131- 2. 
From Lemma 3.1, the following result is straightforward. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Z follow a Poisson distribution with expectation 1> 0. 
There exists a universal constant a < 0.61 such that, for all k = 0, + 1, f 2, . . . . 
P(ZG+&y,)-l-y : - dyk) < ai-‘, 
0 
(3.1) 
where y, = I-‘/*(k - A+ l/2). 
Prooj For 1< y, we see that the LHS of the inequality to be proved is 
less than 2+1-“2(1/6~)<{2y+y”2(1/6,/%)} 1-l. For 1>y, we use 
the bound given in Lemma 3.1 to obtain (0.076 +O.O43y-‘I* +O.l3y-‘} 
A-‘. Take y = 0.287 to obtain a < 0.61. 
LEMMA 3.3. We have 
sup I&yx) - d(x)1 AI.=-! 
x JG and 
IY-11 
SUPlYrp(YX)-dx)l-- 
6 
as y+l. 
I 
Proof: Straightforward. 
Now let yk and xk be respectively defined for k = 0, f 1, ) 2, . . . . by 
y, = p; “‘(k - /J,, + f) and xk=o;‘(k-‘-&,+$), 
683/28/2-8 
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where P, = C,“= 1 Pnj and af = CJ=, p,& 1 - pnj) = pL, - C,“=, p$ = pn( 1 - p,), 
where 11, and a; are as in Section 1 and where 
LEMMA 3.4. There exists a universal constant M such that, for all 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . p,,>O andai=p,,(l -p,), O<p,< 1, we have 
sup 
k 
<Mp,(l +a;‘). (3.2) 
Observe that yk=xk(l -p,) . I” Let y = (1 - pJ”* E (0, 1) and note that 
the LHS of (3.2) is less than or equal to 
a = sup IMx) - +Yx)l+ & sup IY(P(YX) - @)I 
.te n x 
+&sup x*lY34dYx) - &)I n .Y 
=A,(Y)+A*b)+A3(Y), say. 
Recalling that an -+ co as n -+ co, we have according to Lemma 3.3 that 
A,(y)=0(1-y)=O(p,)andA,(y)=O(l-y)=O(p,)asp,~O(oy~1-). 
Therefore, there exist universal constants M, and M2 such that 
Al(Y)~M,Pn and A,(Y) < M,p,a;‘. 
The same arguments apply for A3(y) 6 M,p,a; l and the conclusion 
follows by taking A4 = M, + M2 + M,. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. In the first place, we remark that (1.13) is 
equivalent to 
sup P(S, <k) - $(xk) - 2 (p(xk) <cpL,* +dp,(l +a;‘), 
k ” 
for some appropriate constants c and d, and where x, and pn are as in 
Lemma 3.4. 
We see by Lemma 2.2 that if Z has a Poisson distribution with expec- 
tation pL,, then 
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sup IP(S, < k) - P(ZG k)l6 d”(L(S,), L(Z)) 
k 
(3*3) 
By Lemma 3.2, we see that if Z has a Poisson distribution with expec- 
tation pL,, then 
1 -y: sup P(z<k)-&y,)-- 
k 6& 
q( yk) < 0.61/q ‘. 
The above estimates jointly imply that, for some absolute constant D, 
sup F&)-&x)-~ 
* ,, 
which in turn proves Corollary 1.3. 
Remark 4. Deheuvels and Pfeifer [7] have shown that the rate in (3.3) 
cannot be improved in the range where p,, = cJ’= I P,,~ + cc and ut - p,, for 
in this case 
sup IP(S, <k) - J’(Z< ,411 
k 
(3.5) 
By (LIO), we see that a Poisson approximation gives, with respect to the 
Kolmogorov distance, a better fit than a normal approximation if 
jIl Pij=O ({:, PW}‘-‘) 2 (3.6) 
while the converse holds if 
(3.7) 
Remark 5. As shown in Hall [12, Theorem 2.21, the appropriate 
leading term for ~Jx) -d(x) is 
By the Taylor expansion of 4, and using the fact that o;‘lXnj- pnjl < 
a; * + 0, we see that 
l-x2 
L”(X) = 60 cPtx) 
n i 
1-2a,2 f p$(l-p,) +O(Oi2) 
1 
as f~,+co. 
j=l 
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An application of Theorem 1.3 proves that 
1-x’ 
sup R(x)-o(x)-~ q(x) = O(O;~) (resp. o(a;‘)) as cr,+ co 
‘c n 
(3.8) 
whenever xi”= i pij( 1 - pnj) = O(o,) (resp. o(a;‘)). These conditions are 
sharp, the last one (i.e., ~(a;‘)) being always satisfied if maxi d jG n pnj + 0. 
4. EXPANSIONS OBTAINED BY A DIRECT APPROACH 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3. In the first place it will be 
convenient to introduce some notation. 
Let U,, iJ2, . . . be independent random variables with a uniform dis- 
tribution on (0, l), and let u(t) = 1 to,,)(t) = 1 or 0 according as t > 0 or 
t < 0. (Here I denotes the indicator function). In the sequel, we shall make 
use of the fact that, without loss of generality, it is possible to set 
(4.1) 
where U, = u(pnj - Uj) - pnj = X,, - pnj, 1 < j < n. 
Let UC,,,(x) denote the distribution function of a random variable 
uniformly distributed on (a, b). It is straightforward that the approximant 
Fn may be described analytically as the convolution F,, = F,,*I?J-,,~~, h.,2j, 
where h, = l/o,. 
Our aim is to prove that, uniformly in x, 
FJx)=#(x)+$--$ cPtx) i E(UZj) + o(ai2) as n + co. (4.2) 
n j=l 
To this end, let T,(x) = 4(x)‘+ (( 1 - x’)/6ai)) (p(x)<,, where c,, = 
I!$‘= 1 E( uij), and let FAxI = r, * U(-hd2, h,,p). 
Writing Fn - r, as the sum of pn - p, and i;, - r,, we shall treat the 
two terms separately. First, we prove: 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a universal constant E such that, for all n > 1, 
sup Ip,Jx) - T,(x)1 < Eai2 
x 
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Proof: First note that 
Next, observe that there exists a constant p such that, for all n 2 1, 
sup IT;(x)/ <<(l +a,‘). 
By Taylor’s expansion, we have for each x 
FJx) = f,,(x) + & j-T;;2 t’f;(O,) dt, 
n 
where 0, denotes an intermediate point between x and x - t. Accordingly, 
we obtain the estimate 
sup lU+Z,(x)l <&hi(l +cr;+=&~,‘(l +O;l), 
x 
as desired. 
For (4.2) it remains only to prove that, uniformly in x, 
F”(X) - FJX) = O(a.y2) as n+co. (4.3) 
The starting point in proving (4.3) is Esseen’s smoothing lemma (Feller 
[9, p. 5123) according to which, if c denotes a positive constant, we have 
?rlF”(X) - F&)1 < ICC” 
-Co” 
yt’y- y.oJ 
lo,(t)1 dt +g sup IZ:(x)I = I, + Z2, 
” x 
where f, is the characteristic function (ch.f.) of cj”=, Unj, CO, is the ch.f. 
Of U(-hJ2, hJ2), and y,,(t) = Can’t{ 1 + [,/6a;l(it)3} is the Fourier-Stieltjes 
transform of ZJx). 
LEMMA 4.2. There exists a universal constant K such that, for all n 2 1, 
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Proof. As in Lemma 4.1. 
By (4.5), if we choose c=(T,,, we obtain 
(4.6) 
It follows that the proof of (4.3) will be completed if we show that, for 
any fixed c > 0, we have 
I, 6 I,, + I,, = O(a,2), (4.7) 
where 
Ill =I 
.L(+J,) - r,(t) dt 
(4-g) 
ItI Sl” t 
and where u, = &r,,, p,, = co,,, and 6 E (0, c) is a constant to be specified 
later on. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I,, be as in (4.8). There exists a constant 6 E (0, 1) and a 
constant L such that, for all n 2 1, we have 
Proof: It is convenient to work with the function 
g”(t)=lo~f,(t)+;~y 
=,c, {10gfnj(t)+~a~jt2], 
where f,(t)=E(exp(itU,)) and ozj= E( Uij). We will make use of the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 0 -C q < 1 be fixed, and let 0 < 6 < qe-‘. Then, there 
exists a constant M= M(q) such that, for all 1 t( 6 6 and n > 1, we have 
(4.10) 
Proof: Let V,, = C;= i U,, and denote by K,,, I= 1, 2, . . . . the lth 
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comulant of V,. Noting that IC,~ =E(V,J=O, ~,~=E(Vi)=ef, and that 
&:,=E(Jq)=L we get easily the formal expansion 
g,,(r) -; r,w3 = ,;4 F (it)‘. 
We will show that the right-hand side of the expression above is a 
convergent series for (t( small enough. This follows from the inequalities 
(cf. Cramer [6, p. 271): 
Ikdl d I’ i Et1 unjl') 
j= 1 
<I’ i E(Uij) = 1’0; for 132. 
j= I 
It follows that 
Now, Stirling’s formula and es d q < 1 entail for )tl < 6: 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
By (4.11) and (4.12) we get (4.10) if we choose M=e4(2n))‘/* (1-4)-l. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3 (continued). In the sequel, we assume that 
0 <q < 1 is fixed. We have 
egn(~bn)- 1 -$3 (it)’ ep’*‘*lfl -l dr. 
” 
(4.13) 
A glance at Z,, in this form now suggests estimating the integrand with 
the help of the inequality 
(e”- 1 -u( < (lu- 01 + +/al’) emax(lut~tu”, (4.14) 
valid for any complex u and u. Suppose now that 0 < 6 < qe- ‘. 
Let U= g,(r/o,) and u=& t,a;3(ir)3. By (4.10), we have for 
ItI ~~6a,=~,, 
(4.15) 
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Using (4.10) again, we obtain for (t( 6 6 
Ig,(t)l’~~5*lf13+Maft4~a~(t13(~+M6) 
< u;t’s(i + MC?), 
where in the last inequality we make use of the fact that t4 < 61t13 and that 
I t , 1  d 2 Ptl)(l -  Pnj)l l -  2pnjl f  f :  p”j( 1 -  p,j) = fli. 
/= I  j= I 
Let us now choose 6 < qe - ’ such that S(i+ M6) c $. By all this, we 
obtain 
lul < $t2, It1 <bJ,=tl,, (4.16) 
6 1 
< - t2 < - t*, 
6 4 III Q~o,=a,. 
(4.17) 
Combining (4.14)-(4.17) we find via (4.13) the estimate 
II,< s (Mo,2t4+-i?~,2f6)e-f2’4(f(-’ df Ifl <an 
s 
m bai2 ltl3 (M+ftt*)~~*‘~dr=Lo,~. 
-03 
The proof of Lemma 4.3 is now completed. 
In order to show that Z2 = O(a;*), a more delicate analysis starts. Let u 
and u be defined as above. We have, by (4.8), (4.9) and (4.13), 
112 = I Id- h~le-‘~‘~ltl-~ Iw,(t)( dt %Sl~l~~” 
GA,+B,-tC,, 
where 
(4.18) 
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and 
We first start with the easy terms A, and B,. We have 
<2ai2 exp -- a: d 26-20;2, ( ) 2 (4.19) 
and by (4.17) 
B,<fa,’ O” 2 
s oL# te- 
‘212dt~Ra,‘a”-‘~R6-‘a,2, (4.20) 
where R is an appropriate constant. 
We now focus our attention on C,. In the sequel, we shall limit ourselves 
to C,+ =jk le”o,(t)l t-k’=‘* dt, since the proofs are identical for 
CL = C, - C,+ . First, observe that 
C,+ = j-” If,(t/a,) w,(t)l t-’ dt. 
0. 
Now, since o,(t) =2o,t-’ sin(t/2o,), it can be seen that C,+ = 
f; IL(Y) sin YPI Y-~ dy. Note that If,(y)/ = nj”= i ) 1 + p,&eiY - 1)l and 
lsin y/21 are both periodic functions with period 2a. Let N= 1 + [c/27c]. 
We evidently have 
(4.21) 
Observe that the bound in (4.22) does not depend upon c. It remains, 
therefore, to obtain an upper bound for 
En= (4.23) 
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Let us now use Lemma 4.4, which ensures the existence of constants 
6 > 0 and M such that, for all lyl < 6 and n 3 1, we have 
L(Y) = evk,O,) - 44~‘) 
= exp( - +u~y2 + &(iy)’ + R,(y)), 
wherelR,(y)l < Mcri y4. 
(4.24) 
It follows evidently from (4.24) that, for all lyl < 6 and n B 1, we have 
Ifn(~)Idex~(-t~~~Z+~~~~4). (4.25) 
Let us now choose a constant O<d<min(6, K) such that Md26 $. It 
follows from (4.25) that, for all 1 yl < d and n B 1, we have 
If,(~)l <exp( - $~ZY’). (4.26) 
We need now an upper bound for If,(y)1 when d Q y < 27r - d. For this, 
we employ the explicit form off,,(y) to show that 
Ifn(Y)I = fi {l -2Pnj(1 -Pnj)(l --OS Y)I 
j=l 
< exp( - 2ai( 1 - cos d)). (4.27) 
By (4.23), (4.26), and (4.27), we have 
+ exp( - 2az( 1 - cos d)) [in sin f dy. (4.28) 
Since d is fixed, it is clear that the second term in (4.28) is less than Aa;* 
for some universal constant A. For the first term, we change variables and 
obtain 
jlexp( -ilsZy2)(sin$)dy 
s 
dun 
=U -I n e ~ u2/4 sin 2 dv 
0 20, 
ve - c214 dv. (4.29) 
By (4.21k(4.29), we have just proved: 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let I,, be as in (4.9). Then, there exists an absolute constant 
Q such that, for all c > 0 and n > 1, we have 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. It follows from (4.4), (4.6), and Lemmas 4.3 
and 4.5. 
5. THE I.I.D. CASE: APPLICATIONS TO THE THEORY 
OF ORDER STATISTICS 
In this section, we assume that the conditions (A-B-C) in Section 1 
hold, namely that rr,, = pni = . . . =pnn=n-‘pn, and ~~=nrr,,(l--rr,,). The 
aim of this section is to present an application of Theorem 1.3 to the theory 
of intermediate order statistics. This field has been the object of intensive 
investigation recently (see, e.g., Reiss [20, 211 where related results may be 
found). It is noteworthy that our methods can be extended without dif- 
ficulty to cover the case of order statistics from a sequence of independent 
but not identically distributed random variables. We limit ourselves in the 
sequel to the present case for the sake of concision. 
We first mention a result due to Molenaar [16] and Peizer and Pratt 
[lS], which we state in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let xk = a; ‘(k - p,, + i), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . and define for an 
arbitrary k 2 0 the exact normal deviate tk = t(n, k) as the unique solution of 
d(t) = P(S, < k). Then, for any fixed M, 
+{5-1411,(1-x,)}x:+{-2+2R,(1-a,)}xk+0(~-,) 
720; n 3 
(5.1) 
where the O(cri3) is uniform in z, and in JxkJ <M. 
By (5.1), and by using the expansion 
P(Sdk)-~(xk)=~(5k)-~(Xk) 
= (tk - xk)(P(xk) + $(tk - xk)2 ‘%+txk) + o((t;k - xkj3), 
(5.2) 
we can easily prove that, for any fixed M, 
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- D(M) a;2 as 0,--t co, (5.3) 
where D(M) is a function of M. This is all we need to show that the result 
of Theorem 1.3 is sharp (see also Feller [S] and Uspensky [23]). 
Note that, even in the i.i.d. case, Theorem 1.3 does not follow from 
Lemma 5.1 because of the restriction that xk remain bounded. 
We now present some applications of our results to the theory of order 
statistics. We shall make use of the lemma: 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 7~, = n ~ ‘k,, where (k,, n >, 1 } is a sequence of integers 
such that l<k,,<n, k,--+co andn-‘k,-+Oasn+co. Then 
(5.4) 
Proof. Let S= S, be a random variable following a binomial B(n, R,) 
distribution. We have p,,(O) = f(P(S < k,) + P(S < k,)} = 1 - P(S 2 k,) + 
&P(S=k,). By (l.ll), we know that 
;-P(S>k,)+;P(S=k,J- ’ 
6&& 
= 4llkJ as n-co. (5.5) 
The result follows from (5.5) and Stirling’s formula by which 
P(S=k,)---- as n+co. 
Let us now consider independent random variables Y,, . . . . Y, with a 
common distribution G. Let Y,,, < ... < Y,, denote the corresponding 
order, statistics. In recent years a great deal of work has been devoted to 
investigating the asymptotic distribution of Ynk”, where 1 <k, Gn. 
Gnedenko [ 1 l] considered the maximal term Y,, while Smirnov [22] 
studied the limit laws for Ynk, for the cases where (i) k, (or n-k,) is a 
constant and (ii) k,/n -+ I, 0 <II < 1 (central terms). The behavior of the 
extreme terms when simultaneously k, + co and k Jn + 0 (in which case k, 
is called an intermediate rank sequence) was studied by Chibisov [S]. Sub- 
sequently, extending the investigation of Chibisov, Wu [25] obtained a 
general result according to which, subject to the mild restriction that k, is 
nondecreasing, the only possible non-degenerate limit laws for the properly 
normalized term Y,& are normal and lognormal (for further related details 
on this topic see also Cheng [4], Reiss [20, 211, Smirnov [22], Balkema 
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and DeHaan [l], Galambos [lo], Watts [24], and Leadbetter et al. 
[14]). We restrict ourselves to mentioning the result of the “finite 
endpoint,” which corresponds to the normal limit law. 
Define the left endpoint y, of the d.f. G by y, = inf{ y: G(y) > O}. Assume 
that y0 is finite, G(y,) = 0, and in some interval (y,,, y, + 6) (6 > 0), G’(y) 
exists and is strictly positive with limyl,, G’(y) >O. Then, if (k,} is an 
intermediate rank sequence, we may find a, > 0 and b, such that 
P( Ynk, -b, < xa,) + 4(x). (5.6) 
Moreover, the norming constants a, and 6, can be chosen as follows: 
For large n, define y, by G(y,) = k,/n. Then set b, = y, and a, = 
a,/nG’(y,), where ~2 = k,( 1 - k,/n). 
What relevance does Theorem 1.3 have to the speed of convergence in 
(5.6)? The problem of determining the rate of convergence in (5.6) is not 
just an academic one since there has been ample room for the suspicion 
that the distribution of intermediate order statistics may converge 
remarkably slowly to the normal distribution function. 
The error bound in the approximation (5.6) heavily depends on the 
speed at which k, increases to infinity and, as will be seen shortly, the 
precise uniform bound is given by l/,,&. 
Let us make a slightly stronger assumption on G in the right 
neighborhood of y,, namely that in (y,,, y, + 6), G”(y) exists and is 
bounded. We assume also that G and G’ satisfy the hypothesis above, 
leading to (5.6). 
We may now state a Berry-Esseen type theorem, the proof of which is 
deferred to the Appendix in the sequel. 
THEOREM 5.1. If the preceding assumptions hold, then there exists a 
universal constant H such that, for all n > 1 
& = sup I P(n { Ynkn - Y~P~Y,K~~,)-~W <HI,&. (5.7) 
x 
The question whether l/A is the “right” order (i.e., cannot be in 
general improved) can now be answered positively: Let us take G to be the 
uniform distribution on (0, 1). Then y, = k,/n and clearly 
(5.8) 
where B(n, p) denotes a random variable having a binomial B(n, p) dis- 
tribution 
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But, in view of Lemma 5.2, the right-hand side of (5.8) is 
-(f/3 &+u/Ji;s;, as n -+ co, thus proving the desired assertion. In 
addition, we have 
H> l/3 &>0.13. 
Remark. Routine computations show that the rate in Theorem 1.3 is 
unchanged if we replace Fn (a linear approximation) by a quadratic or a 
higher order approximation (the function 4(x) + ((1 - x2)/6a,)(p(x) 
{ 1 - 2ai2 c,“=, &( 1 - p,)} has bounded derivatives of all orders so that in 
any interval of length 0;’ the change from a linear approximation to a 
higher order approximation involves error terms of order not exceeding 
w,2)). 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. 
For each x set v,, = Y,, + a,~/{ nG’( y,) } and rrfx = nG( v,,)( 1 - G( v,,)). 
We shall proceed in two parts by establishing that uniformly in x, 
IOn{ Yn,c, - y,,} G’b,,) dx~,) - 4(&(x))l= OK1’2), (6.1) 
and 
I4(4(x)) - 4(x)1 = W- 1’2), n (6.2) 
where d,(x) = n(G(v,,,) - k,/n)/o,. 
Let C,, C2, . . . denote positive universal constants throughout the proof. 
We shall find it convenient to introduce I,,= (x: Id,,(x)l <a,/2}. Then for 
x E I, the following bound may be obtained: 
1. Let x E Z,. Set S,(x) = cj”= 1 { u(v,, - Yi) - G(v,~,)) o&l. Then, an 
application of Theorem 1.2 jointly with (6.3) yields 
< C,/ons < 3C,/2a, = O(k, li2). (6.4) 
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We now proceed to estimate 
By the mean value theorem 
(6,(x)1 = dH(x) -+a,/,a&xp( -f+){l+0($-l)r) (6.5) 
fi 
for some 0<0< 1. Now since SUP,,~ te-“‘= (ae))’ (a > 0), from (6.3) and 
(6.5) we deduce that 
16,(x)1 d C&” = O(k,“2), C, = 8/e $ii. (6.6) 
2. Let ~$1,. Set A,, =d,,(x)/~, and assume that II,, < - 4. We 
shall use the well-known inequality 
1 --q5(t)Q(27~-‘/~ tr’e-‘2’2<(27w-‘/2 tr’, t > 0, (6.7) 
according to which 
4(&(x)) 6 (2ne)-“* n-‘az (G(~nx)->)-~ < q/a; = O(k,‘), (6.8) 
where C3 = 4( 27ce) - ‘j2. 
On the other hand, note that 
6 6/a: = O(k,y I). (6.9) 
The first inequality in (6.9) is obtained by Chebyshev’s inequality, while 
in the second we used the fact that afJai = 1 + (1 - 2kJn) R,, - na:Ai, < 
1+ l&,1 < 6&. Thus, since for a, /I > 0, Ic( - 81 < max(a, j?), by combining 
(6.8) and (6.9) we see that for ,I,,,< -4, 
SUP IP(Y,,n G v,,) - 4(W))l= O(W,). 
x 4 1. 
(6.10) 
An estimate similar to (6.10) is valid for ,I,, 2 4. Hence by (6.4), (6.6), 
and (6.10), we deduce (6.1) and the first assertion is proved. 
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Now to prove (6.2), let K= sup? IG”(y)l (where here y is restricted to 
(y,,y,+6)) and choose a>0 such that G’(,u,)>u for all n>,l. Set 
J, = {x: 1x1 < a’n/Krs,}. Consider lirst XEJ,. Invoking a second-order 
Taylor expansion, we may express E,(X) = d(d,(x)) - b(x) as 
any2 
2n( G’( y,))’ “’ 
O<l<l. 
Now the inequality (Serfling [27, p. 811) l~(t+at2)--#(t)l < 
81a/(2n)-1’2 e-l valid for latl < f, gives 
sup /En(x)1 < C,a,/n = O(k;li2), (6.11) 
.‘i E Jn 
where C4 = 4Ka-*(2z)-‘12 e-‘. 
Assume on the other hand that x$ J,, say x< -a*n/Ko,. Then, 
according to (6.7) 
4(x) G C54n2, C, = (27~~“’ K2/a4. (6.12) 
Also, from (6.11) and (6.12) we have 
4(&(x)) < 4(d,( -a2n/Ka,)) < C,o,/n + C5az/n2. (6.13) 
It follows from (6.12) and (6.13) that for x< -a*n/Ka,, 
E,(X) = O(oz/n2) + 0(0,/n) = O(k;“2) (6.14) 
uniformly in x. 
Finally, since a similar statement holds for x 2 a’n/Ka,, we deduce 
sup l&“(X)1 = = O(k,“2). 
X$J. 
(6.15) 
Combining (6.11) and (6.15) yields (6.2). The proof of Theorem 5.1 is 
now completed. 
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